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There is great potential to vastly improve biological flow measurement by using a combination of
synchrotron imaging and the latest experimental flow measurement techniques. In the current paper,
the three-dimensional velocity field within a cylindrical tube is measured using a combination of
phase-contrast x-ray imaging and particle image velocimetry �PIV�. We greatly refine the techniques
previously used to undertake velocity measurements with a synchrotron light source, substantially
enhancing accuracy. Furthermore a PIV correlation peak analysis is developed to allow
three-dimensional measurement of the velocity field. © 2007 American Institute of Physics.
�DOI: 10.1063/1.2783978�

I. INTRODUCTION

The potential applications for three-dimensional flow
resolution inside closed, opaque vessels are numerous and
significant. For instance, the detailed measurement of flow
fields within blood vessels would facilitate more advanced
research into the role of hemodynamics in the development
and potential treatment of cardiovascular disease. Diseased
conditions of the vasculature such as stenosis and aneurysm
are the continued focus of much research.1,2 Techniques to
measure the fluid dynamics properties of the blood flow
through the effected vascalature with increased resolution
and accuracy are key to developing treatments and under-
standing of these diseases.3–6 Many current blood flow mea-
surement techniques can only quantify peak systolic velocity,
a single indicator of the average flow field. Fully three-
dimensional �3D� velocity measurements would also yield a
number of more useful flow parameters such as flow rate,
wall shear, and turbulence levels. Other possible biomedical
applications include the study of flow through optically
opaque heart valves and artificial hearts, both of which are
challenging flow geometries to evaluate.

The ability to resolve the instantaneous velocity field
across a 3D volume is a highly desirable technology that has
alluded fluid mechanics experimentalists. Three-dimensional
holographic particle image velocimetry �PIV� has reportedly
been used to measure instantaneous turbulent flow fields in
three dimensions,7 but this technique has several shortcom-
ings. These include an immensely complex optical setup for
data acquisition and reconstruction,8 a very poor signal to
noise ratio, and the inability to record a time sequence of
velocity fields. Scanned, multiplane PIV �Ref. 9� or stereo-

scopic particle image velocimetry10 �SPIV� can be used to
compile 3D flow fields; however, scanning techniques re-
quire the data within each plane to be captured at different
points in time and therefore necessitate the interrogated flow
to be stationary in time.

It is problematic to measure flows within opaque vessels,
such as blood vessels, using current technologies. Most com-
mon spatially resolved flow measurement techniques, such
as PIV or SPIV, require clear optical access to the region of
interest. Medical imaging techniques that have previously
been used to measure flows in vivo, such as ultrasonography
and magnetic resonance imaging �MRI�, are generally re-
stricted to velocity field measurements with spatial resolu-
tions of millimeter precision.

X-ray imaging has also rarely been applied to flow mea-
surement. Seeger et al.11 tracked individual particles in a
bubble column in 3D space using dual x-ray detector sys-
tems. In general, though, particle tracking velocimetry �PTV�
leads to low levels of information being recorded as it relies
on identification of individual tracers that must be present in
low numbers, especially when used with volume illumina-
tion. Lee and Kim subsequently used PIV rather than PTV
and achieved far more measurements.12 PIV is a newer flow
measurement technique than PTV, however, it is well estab-
lished within the field of fluid mechanics. Importantly it has
been shown to be capable of accurately measuring instanta-
neous velocity fields that have a high dynamic range. In PIV,
regions of fluid containing multiple tracer particles are im-
aged at two points in time separated by a known time inter-
val and processed using correlation software. This process
produces correlation “peaks” at separate sampling window
locations across the interrogation region, which are then con-
verted into velocity vectors by assuming that the mode valuea�Electronic mail: fouras@eng.monash.edu
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represents the average velocity within the window. As it is
statistically based, PIV can work with poorer signal to noise
ratios and higher particle numbers than PTV.

Using an x-ray light source to conduct PIV poses its own
significant problems, especially due to the fact that the fluid
region is volume illuminated. In PIV, the light source is ide-
ally narrowed to a flat plane, meaning that only a single cross
section of the flow is interrogated and any velocity variations
in the out-of-plane �or z� direction are not recorded. As the
light sheet is thickened, the velocity variation in z is included
within the imaged region and contaminates the PIV signal.
This is particularly serious for flows that are significantly
variable in the out-of-plane direction, such as a pipe flow
viewed from the side. As Lee and Kim13 used a flow with a
Poiseuille velocity profile, they were only capable of mea-
suring pipe flow in a z-averaged sense. The problem of vol-
ume illumination is also currently endemic to micro-PIV.14,15

The amount of information contaminating the flow from out-
side the desired imaging plane is a function of the depth of
focus and is therefore mostly controlled by the numerical
aperture of the microscope lens. This makes resolution of
velocity data in the z direction from a volume-averaged
cross-correlated particle field even more advantageous.

Synchrotron phase-contrast x-ray imaging is a powerful
tool for anatomical measurement and offers much improved
contrast over conventional imaging for biological tissues.16,17

In the current paper we develop a PIV correlation peak
analysis combined with phase-contrast x-ray imaging to
measure 3D velocity fields. Research in developing the tech-
nique exposes flaws in the way previous volume-averaged
x-ray PIV has been undertaken.

II. 2D X-RAY PIV

PIV is a well established tool for measuring the displace-
ment of tracer particles within a measurement plane.18 The
two-dimensional �2D� region imaged by a camera is typi-
cally illuminated over a limited depth by the use of a thin
laser sheet, allowing the statistical �2D� measurement to be
applicable to any region of flow that is approximately 2D.
This process works by discretizing the 2D image into sam-
pling windows and performing a cross-correlation analysis
between the sampling windows of frames taken a short time
interval ��t� apart. The peak in the cross correlation typically
represents the modal displacement inside the measurement
volume over the time between exposures. The representative
velocity inside that sampling window at that time is then
simply the ratio of the displacement and the time separation.

Local variation in the peak is mainly due to the statistical
certainty of noninteger displacements; interrogation of the
local variation of the peak yields an estimate of subpixel
component of the displacement.19 The width of the signal
peak is typically twice the length of the particle diameter. In
the unusual case where there are large displacement gradi-
ents inside the imaging plane, the peak is smeared by these
gradients. The common solution to this is to estimate the
gradients and distort the image to deconvolve, or “unsmear,”
the peak against these distortions20 improving the signal to
noise ratio.

Lee and Kim,13 have reported the 2D measurement of a
duct flow using x-ray PIV. While the flow in the axial �x� and
vertical �y� axes was presented, the flow in the out-of-plane
direction �z� was not shown. However, any gradients in the z
direction will certainly contribute to variation of the correla-
tion peaks from which the 2D measurement was derived. Lee
and Kim understood this and explained their substantial un-
derestimation of the velocity field as being caused by the
PIV measurement representing the mean velocity. However,
PIV measures the modal, rather than the mean, velocity at
each window location.

Figure 1 shows computer modeling of the modal veloc-
ity at spanwise locations across a cylindrical tube at low
Reynolds numbers �Re�. The Reynolds number represents
the ratio of momentum and viscous fluid forces and is calcu-
lated as Re=uD /v where u is the velocity, D is the pipe
diameter, and v is the kinematic viscocity of the fluid. The
velocity in the radial and azimuthal directions is assumed to
be 0, while the axial flow, given by velocity u, is assumed to
be parabolic in nature. That is,

u/um = 1 − r2/R2, �1�

where um is the maximum axial velocity, r is the radial po-
sition from the tube axis of symmetry, and R is the total
radius of the tube. For the simulation, a representative circu-
lar cross section of the pipe flow was discretized into 5000
�5000 points, which were then used to develop histograms.
The modal values within discrete windows of varying size S
are plotted in Fig. 1 as a function of the window midpoint
location in the r direction. For this flow configuration, the
modal velocity is very nearly equal to the maximum velocity,
with any difference caused by the finite histogram bin size.
The underestimation visible at the edges of the figure is a
function of the finite size of the window. This effect in-
creases as the relative window size increases. Lee and Kim
were subject to a similar underestimation phenomenon in
their data, but attributed it to the sinking of tracer particles
near the wall. However, the terminal velocity of relatively

FIG. 1. Profiles calculated by taking the modal velocity inside discrete
windows of a simulated 3D pipe flow data field. The different symbols
represent different sampling window sizes. � symbols represent S /R
=10−3; � symbols represent S /R=0.05; � symbols represent S /R=0.10;
and � symbols represent S /R=0.15. For comparison, the exact maximum u
profile is plotted as a solid line.
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heavy particles would not be more significant near the wall
than at the center, and the underestimation in their data is
more likely due to the finite window size effect.

The underestimation of peak velocity for finite window
sizes is, in fact, related to a completely different phenom-
enon than sinking tracer particles. Typically PIV is per-
formed using pulsed lasers. These lasers deliver a moderate
amount of light energy in an extremely short period of time,
characteristically a few nanoseconds. This means that the
exposure time �effectively the pulse duration for a pulsed
light source� is very short compared to the time between
exposures. However, when performing x-ray PIV with a syn-
chrotron light source, particle images will be smeared by the
motion captured by the psuedocontinuous illumination. This
smears the correlation peaks in a manner proportional to the
particle velocity. As there are multiple velocities present
within each window, the smearing of the correlation peaks
becomes complex.

In the technique developed here, each velocity compo-
nent is considered separately and convolved by a function
that is itself a function of the velocity. These functions are
easily derived with an analytical consideration of the cross
correlation of top-hat functions. The length of the top-hat
function is given by the product of the velocity �u� and ex-
posure time, and the displacement is given by the product of
u and �t. These equations can be conveniently nondimen-
sionalized by the use of the term ��, the ratio of the exposure
time to �t.

Each smeared particle image can be approximated by a
top-hat function. The cross-correlation peak of two top-hat
functions is triangular, and since each volumetric region con-
tributes equally to the peak, the area under each triangle is
fixed. The higher the velocity, the longer the top hat, and the
longer and therefore lower the triangle. As an illustration of
this concept, Fig. 2 shows a number of the functions c�i , j�
that make up the convolution matrix C. As the displacement
increases, the response becomes broader, with a lower maxi-
mum value. When a range of displacement components is

present, this results in a bias toward the lower displacement
components, and hence a potential underestimation of veloc-
ity.

Figure 3 shows how a theoretical peak, which also rep-
resents a probability density function of displacement, is
smeared by the convolution functions with varying ��. A shift
of the peak toward zero caused by the convolution process is
clearly visible. This shift is approximately proportional to ��,
the ratio of exposure time te, and time between exposures �t.
Figure 4 demonstrates the extent to which the peak value
moves as a function of ��. It is evident that the process is
nearly linear.

Since we know that the peak shifting effect is approxi-
mately linear with ��, we can establish a new technique for
its removal. This involves solving for the velocity field twice
and then using a technique similar to Richardson’s extrapo-
lation to solve for the correct velocity. The two estimates for
the velocity are obtained by using two distinct time intervals

FIG. 2. Sequence of functions �c� depicting convolution matrix C as a
function of displacement component i. Note that the area under each triangle
is constant. The experiments conducted as part of this study have ��

=0.495.

FIG. 3. Theoretical peak constructed from the PDF of center line Poiseuille
circular pipe flow, with peaks convolved by convolution functions con-
structed with �� varying from 0.1 to 0.7. In each case the peak magnitude p
is plotted as a function of displacement component i. The solid line repre-
sents the theoretical peak, ··· represents ��=0.1, --- represents ��=0.2, -·-·
represents ��=0.3, -··- represents ��=0.4, — — represents ��=0.5, —·—
represents ��=0.6, and ·– –· represents ��=0.7.

FIG. 4. Relative i position maximum value of peak as a function of ��, for
Poiseuille circular pipe flow. A regression line is also included to demon-
strate the extent to which the phenomenon is linear.
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over which to perform the PIV process. For the current study
we used frame intervals of 1 and 2 frames. This means that
the PIV process was integrated between frames 1 and 2, 2
and 3, and so on for an interval of 1, and between 1 and 3
and 2 and 4, and so on for a frame interval of 2.

Mathematically, the solution to the problem can be ex-
pressed as in Eq. �2�, where k is a constant specific to the
velocity profile. This equation shows that by extrapolating
between the two estimates of displacement, �x1 and �x2, a
velocity estimate ��x� without an �� error term can be evalu-
ated.

�x1 = u�t + kte/�t ,

�x2 = 2�u�t + kte/�2�t�� ,

�x = u�t = �x2 − �x1. �2�

This technique is simple to implement and means that in
future x-ray PIV practitioners will be able to achieve simple
two-dimensional measurements with a synchrotron light
source. The authors have completed this analysis for the flow
in a round pipe at Re�10−4. This flow was achieved in a
15 mm diameter pipe filled with glycerin containing silver
coated hollow glass microspheres �Potters Industries�. The
glycerin was pumped through the pipe using a syringe pump.

The experiments were conducted at the Spring8 synchro-
tron with the approval of the Japan Synchrotron Radiation
Research Institute �JASRI�. The experiments were conducted
on the biomedical beam-line�20B2� with a 25 keV x-ray
beam that was approximately 25 mm in height and 40 mm in
width. The images were acquired with a Hamamatsu beam
monitor �BM4� with 4000�2642 pixels and a pixel size of
5.87 �m. The exposures used were 2940 ms and the expo-
sure delay was 5940 ms ���=0.495�. Figure 5 shows the ba-
sic layout of the experiment and coordinate system.

Figure 6 shows a portion of the measured 2D velocity
field presented for clarity at reduced resolution. Those famil-
iar with PIV will recognize the spatial resolution of the flow
displayed in a 2D sense. Since the beam is parallel and the
flow is steady, we expect to see no variation of the flow in
the x �streamwise� direction. The flow qualitatively agrees
with the theoretical flow of Eq. �1�. As expected, little or no
variation in x is visible and a variation from very low flow at
the wall to peak flow at the center line can be seen.

For a more quantitative evaluation of the technique, the
calculated maximum flow profile is compared to the mea-
sured profile in Fig. 7. For completeness, measured profiles
from the two estimates used to calculate the actual velocity
are also shown. The excellent agreement between the mea-
sured maximum velocity and the theoretical value is clear.
As described above, the slight underestimation near the walls
is to be expected.

III. DECONVOLUTION OF PEAK SMEARING

By interrogating the correlation peak, further informa-
tion can be extracted relating to the velocity gradients in the
measurement volume of each window. As mentioned above,
the relatively long exposure times required for synchrotron
imaging smear the correlation peak, causing distortion of ve-

FIG. 5. Schematic of the synchrotron x-ray PIV and pipe flow system, as
well as the coordinate system.

FIG. 6. Measured two-dimensional velocity vector field prior to peak analy-
sis. For clarity, only the upper half of the vessel and every fourth vector are
shown. The actual resolution is 59�37 vectors.

FIG. 7. Measured average velocity profile based on different cross-
correlation peaks: � symbols represent velocities achieved using �x1; �

symbols represent velocities achieved using �x2 /2; and � symbols repre-
sent velocities achieved using �x. For comparison, the theoretical u profile
is plotted as a solid line.
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locity information and underestimation of peak velocity. Be-
fore we can further interrogate the correlation peak, we must
first deconvolve the smearing effects to discover the equiva-
lent peak that would result from an instantaneous exposure.

Figure 8 shows p1, the spatial average of the correlation
peaks calculated as part of the evaluation of �x1, as a func-
tion of the discrete displacement components i and j. In this
case, i and j are aligned in the x and y directions, respec-
tively. As shown in Fig. 8, the peak is a thin �two particle
diameters wide� linear feature since the velocity gradient is
one dimensional. To simplify the analysis, the information in
this peak is linearized along the i axis and then, once ex-
tracted, displayed as a line plot as in Fig. 9.

Once the data contained in the peak can be visualized in
a linear fashion, an extrapolation process to derive the cor-
rect peak shape can be easily demonstrated. For this process,
we use two peaks, p1 and p2, where p1 results from the
analysis of consecutive frames �i.e., 1–2, 2–3, 3–4,…,�, and
p2 results from the analysis of every second frame �i.e., 1–3,
2–4, 3–5,…�. In a similar manner as one could extrapolate

from �x1 ,�x2 to �x, we can extrapolate from p1 , p2 to the
extrapolated peak pe. The linearized plots of 2p1, p2, and 2pe

are shown in Fig. 10. The extrapolated peak can be expressed
as

�e = �2 − �1, �3�

where the variable � represents the i �or displacement coor-
dinate� of a normalized value of the peak. The extrapolated
peak shown in Fig. 10 clearly has the same general shape as
the theoretical peak shown in Fig. 3.

Now that the correct correlation peak can be recon-
structed from Richardson’s extrapolation process, it is pos-
sible to interrogate the peak to obtain 3D velocity informa-
tion within the sampling window.

IV. 3D RECONSTRUCTION

As stated previously, each particle contributes to the cor-
relation peak in a position corresponding to its velocity by an
amount equal to the intensity of its image. With x-ray imag-
ing there are no depth of focus effects, meaning that every
particle contributes equally to the correlation peak. Further-
more, since we can assume in this case that the particle seed-
ing density is equal throughout the volume, we can also as-
sume that the entire flow measurement volume is equally
represented in the correlation peak.

We can therefore assert that the correlation peak pe rep-
resents a probability density function �PDF� of the velocity
within the measurement volume. This is theoretically as far
as the true measurement of the flow can be taken. However,
if we can make further assumptions about the flow, then the
PDF implies the complete velocity profile. For this particular
case, two reasonable assumptions can be made about the
flow.

First, we assume that flow near the center line is always
greater than flow near the wall. At low and moderate Rey-
nolds numbers, no instability which would violate this as-
sumption will exist. Second, we assume that the flow is sym-
metric about the plane z=0. Given that at each �x ,y�
location, the same velocity will occur at two z locations, this
assumption is necessary unless additional information can be

FIG. 8. Average measured two-dimensional cross-correlation peak p1 cor-
responding to y /R=0, plotted as a function of displacement components i
and j. Both the vertical axis and the shading represent the local p magnitude.

FIG. 9. i cross section of the average measured cross-correlation peak p1

corresponding to y /R=0.

FIG. 10. i cross section of the average measured cross-correlation peaks at
y /R=0: 2p1 ���, p2 ���, and extrapolated peak 2pe ���.
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provided. The extrema of the z coordinates as a function of x
and y are given by zm= ±��R2−y2� as we are using a pipe of
fixed radius.

It is now simple to convert the volumetric PDF of the
velocity to a velocity profile. We start with the boundary
condition corresponding to either the minimum or maximum
velocity and integrate along the known displacement values
and solve for the z value that matches each displacement. As
stated above, in this case we start at z=0 for the maximum
velocity and at z=−zm for the minimum velocity,

z�u� = ze�1 −

�
−�

u

p�i�di

�
−�

�

p�i�di	 . �4�

By using the above approach the velocity profile was
calculated at each �x ,y ,z� position inside the pipe over a
sequence of 40 frame pairs. These velocities were averaged
over time and then plotted as a function of y and z at three
different x locations, as shown in Fig. 11. The velocity field
cross section is close to the expected Poiseuille profile, with
little variation in profile at the different x locations. The col-
ored contour shading included in Fig. 11 helps us illustrate
this similarity.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper the viability of x-ray PIV has been further
demonstrated. Furthermore we have highlighted several
flaws in the approach of investigators who have previously
used x-ray PIV to measure 2D velocity vector fields of flows
that vary over z.

We have demonstrated a useful technique for extrapolat-
ing correct 2D vector fields and correlation peaks. This al-
lows not only accurate measurement of 2D vector fields but
also interrogation of correlation peaks corresponding to ve-
locity probability distribution in the z direction.

Under certain circumstances, this PDF can be used to
infer the velocity profile over z. In this case, Poiseuille flow
through a pipe has been measured in a 3D sense.

The authors anticipate that in the future similar measure-
ments can be made with fewer or no assumptions about the
nature of the flow, by extracting additional information dur-
ing image acquisition. The most likely method for gaining
this information would be through the measurement of the
flow volume from multiple perspectives. This technique
would combine the advantages of both SPIV and x-ray com-
puted tomography.
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